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POPUIAR RESPONSES TO THE PLUNDER 
OF JEWISH PROPERTY 1N WARTIME SLOVAKIA1 

By the end of the Second World War, the once flourishing Jewish commu
nity of Slovakia was reduced to one-third of its prewar size. 2 This was the 
result of the Final Solution, the Nazi attempt to exterminate EuropeanJew1y. 
This Nazi plan was irnplemented with the active coUaboration of the Slovak 
government, and historians are only now beginning to grapple with this 
chapter of the recent past. On this topic, Tony Judt concisely pointed out 
that a ''nation has first to have remembered something before it can begin 
to forget," advocating thereby professional study of history as an instrument 
of recall.3 

While research on the Holocaust in Slovakia has made significant progress 
especiaUy after the 1989 Velvet Revolution and the subsequent opening of 
archives, certain aspects of Slovakia's wartime history have been overlooked. 
The public mood and attitude towards the persecution of Jews in Slovakia 
is one of them. While acknowledging that there has been some (although 
rather limited) research done on this issue, for most historians, the major
ity of the Slovak population were merely passive witnesses.4 

Hence, the aim of my paper is to address the question of public passivity 
and indifference vis-a-vis the situation of Jews in wartime Slovakia, focusing 
on documenting public responses towards the plunder of Jewish property. 
I understand the plunder of Jewish property in the widest sense, as the sum 
of all state-sponsored measures adopted to eliminate the Jewish role in the 

1 This paper is based on my dissenation clefencled at the Charles University in Prague 
in 2010, a revised version of which is uncler contract with the Czech publishing house 
Academia, due 2013. 

2 Ac ording to the 1930 census, there were 356,830 Jews in Czechoslovakia. 136,736 
of them lived in Slovakia complising 4, 11% _of the total population. Tn the Vienna Arbi
tration, Slovakia lost to Hungary 879,697 i.nhabitants , including 45,292 Jews by religion. 
This wou]d mean that the number of Jews in Slovakia was about 91 ,000 after November 
1938. More than 70,000 of them peii~hed Ln the Holocaust. See Nau.cny slovník aktualít 
(Praha 1939), p. 96, E. Nizr'íansky, Zidouská komunita medzi eskoslovenskou parla
mentnou. demokraciou a slovensk:j1m státom (Presov: Universum, 1999), pp. 14-15; A. Ste
fánek, Slouenská vlastiueda Ill- Spo/ocnos (Bratislava: Slovenská akadémia vied, 1944), pp. 
178-183. 

3 T. Judt, Postwar: A History of Europe since 1945 (New York: Penguin Books, 2006), 
p. 829. 

4 I. Kamenec, "Slovenská spoJocnost' v rokoch 1939-1945," Cesko-slouen.ská historická 
ro enka(2004), pp. 87-102; E. Niziíansky, "Slovenská spolocnos a zidovská komunita na 
Slovensku 1938-1945," Cesko-slovenská bistorická mcenka(2001), pp. 89-104; Holokaust 
na Slovensku 7, Vz t'ah slovenskej majority a zidouskej minority ( nác,1 problému), ecl. E. 
Niziíansky (Bratisfava: Nadácia Milana Simecku, Katedra vseobecnych dejín Filozofickej 
fakulty Univerzity Komenského, 2005). 
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sociaJ and economic life of the country. Aryanization, a process that can be 
defined as the transfer of Jewish property into "Alyan" hands, was a key tool 
in the effort to take over Jewish property in Slovakia. Although the aryaniza
tion process targeted businesses, houses, apartrnents, agricultural land as well 
as bank accounts, for the purpose of this paper I will analyze predominantly 
public reactions to the aryanization and liquidation of Jewish businesses. 
(Jewish-owned enterprises that were not aryanized were liquidated.) 

I chose to investigate the public responses towards the plunder of Jewish 
property because economic antisemitism was a crucial component of the 
authoritarian regime in wartime Slovakia. Moreover, as I will show, the state
administered process of robbing the Jews not only had serious implications 
far the endangered Jewish minority, but also served as an important politi
cal tool. As Ladislav Lipscher has pointed out, it was assumed that "social 
groups that received certain economic benefits as a result of the anti-Jewish 
measures would feel more strongly tied to those who enabled them."5 

As David Bankier has noted, responses to antisemitism "cannot be studied 
in isolation from its attitudes to the regime's policies in general."6 My in
vestigation w ill thus facus on reactions of the majority population to the 
robbing of Jews, placing them in Slovakia's larger socio-political context 
between 1938 and 1945. 

Methodology 

Studying public responses to official antisemitism is clearly associated with 
a number of methodological obstacles. Public opinion in nondemocratic 
regimes (totalitarian and authoritarian alike) differs from public opinion in 
democratic regimes in various aspects. Freedom of speech - or the lack 
thereof - is a crucial factor. ln nondemocratic regimes, expressions of dis
content are taken from the public into the private sphere. Hence, a number 
of historians working on the subject of German public responses to the per
secution of Jews - including Marlis Steinert, Ian Kershaw and Peter Longerich -
have argued that though the term public opinion may work far democracy, 
it has significanr sho1tcomings when used in nondemocratic regimes.7 ln this 
context Götz Aly aptly notes that rather than speaking about public opinion 
(öffentliche Meinung) we should speak about a persuaded opinion (unöffent
liche Meinung), a change in beliefs, and thus maybe more accurately about 
"political sensitivities" (politische Befindlichkeit).8 

5 L. Lipscher, Zidia vslovenskom státe, 1939-1945 (Bratislava: Print-servis, 1992) p. 42. 
6 D. Bankier, The Germans and tbe Pina/ Solution: Public Opinion under Nazism 

(Oxford, UK; Cambridge, Mass.: B. Blackwell, 1992), p. 2. 
7 P. Longerich, "Davon haben wir nichts gewusst!" Die Deutscben und diejudenver

folgung 1933-1945(München: Siedler Verlag, 2006), pp. 23-28. 
8 G. Aly, "Hiscorische Demoskopie," in Volkes Stimme: Skepsis und Fiibreroertrauen im 

Nationalsozialismus, ed. G. Aly (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, 2006), p. 10. 
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Does this mean that studying public reaccions in a nondemocratic 
setting is senseless and doomed to failure? Political scientists (in their 
cheoretical works) and hiscorians (working on the Third Reich in par
ticular) have demonscrated otherwise. Political scientists have shown 
that both totalitarian and authoritarian regimes need and even require 
some farm of legitimacy.9 Moreover, as Peter Longerich rightly observes, 
more than two decades of research on the social and menta! history of 
the National Socialist dictatorship have shown that the responses of the 
German population were not uniform. On the contrary, discontent as 
well as deflecting opinions and divergent behavior did exist to a vast 
extent. 10 

The term 'public opinion' is problematic when used in a setting that lacks 
authentic manifestations of public mood. As Ian Kershaw has noted, the 

term 'public opinion' is scarcely usable for the Third Reich. At any rate, we 
have to accept that 'public opinion ' in the sense of opinion that was publlcly 
expressed was from 1933 on onwards practicaliy only that of the regime, 
or rival entities among the leadership elite .... So instead of 'public opinion,' 
a term suited to the pluralistic formation of attitudes in a liberal democracy, 
it seems more appropriate to speak of 'popular opinion' to embrace the un
quantifiable often generalized, diffuse and uncoordinated, but still genuine 
and widespread, views of ord inary citizens.11 

I will also work with the concept of "mood and attitude," which, in the 
words of Marlis Steinert has 

the advantage of incorporating both the emotional, spontaneous, often short
lived opinion and the lasting frame of mind determined by character, educa
tion , and experience, representing the actual starting point of all assessments 
and expressions of opinions. 12 

Leaving terminological questions aside, certain methodological issues still re
main. The most important one is connected to sources. When analyzing pub
lic opinion in democratic regimes, researchers can rely on polls and 
questionnaires. ln nondemoci;atic regimes, including the totalitarian Third Reich 
or the authoritarian Slovak state; sophisticated sources of this sort _are, of course, 

9 See S. Balík, M. Kubát, Teorie a pra.,"Ce totalitn.ích a autoritativních rezim (Praha: Do
kofán, 2004), pp. 6Crao. 

10 P. Longerich, "Davon haben wir nichts gewusst!," p. 25. 
11 1. Kershaw, Hitte,; tbe Germans, and the Final Solufion Qerusalem: Intemational 

Institute for Holocaust Research, Yad Yashem; New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 
2008), p. 120. 

12 M. Steinert, Hitler's War and the Germans: Puhlic Mood an.d Attitude During the 
Secon.d World War (Athens, Ohio: Ohio Un.iversity Press, 1977), p. 5. 
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lacking. 13 When reconstructing mood and opinion in the Third Reich, histori
ans use two types of sources mostly: first, reports compiled by Nazí agencies 
(esp. the Gestapo and the Sicherheitsdienst) on the public 'mood and bearing' 
(Stimmung und Haltung) and second, situational reports compiled by exile 
left-wing groups (esp. the Social Democratic Party).14 When reconstructing pub
lic responses to official econornic antisernitism, this paper focuses on a similar 
set of sources: periodical and confidential situational reports put togefüer by a 
number of Slovak agencies and institutions, e.g., the state party (Hlinkova 
slovenská l'udová strana, hencefo1th HS S), its paramilitary organization 
(Hlinkova garda, henceforth HG) or the party of the German minority (Deutsche 
Partei, hencefo1th DP). Acknowledging the difficulties that are necessarily 
connected with any research on public responses, my research aim has been 
to collect archival materials from as many different sources as possible. Al
though my research is primarily based on the examination of situational 
repo1ts from local authorities in Slovakia, I have also studied state propaganda 
materials, eyewitness reports, denunciation letters and others. However, be
cause of the special irnportance of situational reports - and their complicated 
nature - I would like to clarify how these sources can be analyzed. 

The analysis of situational reports presents several difficulties. Archival 
collections are not complete and their content - how detailed or superficial 
these reports were - is to a large extend dependent on the writer, his dili
gence or laziness. ts Among rep01ts on public mood and opinion in Slovakia, 
the most complete set of situational reports are those compiled by chiefs 
(ná elník) of districts and delivered to the State Security Headquarters 
(Ústred a státnej bezpe nosti, henceforth ÚSB) each month (or immediately, 
in emergency situations). Prime Minister Vojtech Tuka decided to create an 
intelligence agency similar to the German Gestapo in the fali of 1939.16 ln 

13 One of d1e few political scientists analyzing the character of lhe Slovak wartime 
regime is Lubomír Kopecek. Applying classical typologies of totalitarian ancl aulhoritar
ian regimes of Zbigniew Brzezinski, Carl Friedrich andJuan Linz on wartime Slovakia, the 
author concludes that the regirne was not static but changed rather dynamically in its 
short period of existence. Hence, he dassified the period from 1938/ 1939 as an "organic 
statism," whkh transformed itself due to Nazi pressure into a "defective" totalitarian 
regime. Between the tum of 1942/ 1943 and lh~ Uprising of August 1944 we can speak 
of an "unclear" authoritarian regime. The last months of lhe war were filled by a totali
tarian episode, in which Slovakia was fully dependent on the Third Reich. See L. Ko
pecek, Demokracie, diktatu,y a politické stranictví na Slovensku (Brno: Centrum pro 
studium demokracie a kultury, 2006) , pp. 75-107. 

14 I. Kershaw, Hitlet; tbe Germans, and the Final Solution Qerusalem: lnternational 
Institute for Holocaust Research, Yad Vashem; New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 
2008), p. 121. ln a demoscopic study, Oliver Lorenz effectively used an alternative set of 
data to reconstruct the public mood in the Third Reich (e.g., how many Germans named 
lheir children Adolf, Horst or Hermann between 1932 and 1945). See 0. Lorenz, "Die 
Adolf Kurve 1932-1945," in Vo/kes Stimme: Skepsis und Führervertrauen im Nationaf
sozialismus, ed. G. AJy, pp. 22-37. 

15 I am using the masculine farm here since all aud10rs of situational reports were men. 
16 Vojtech Tuka replacedJozefTiso as lhe Prime Minister of Slovakia in October 1939 

as Tiso was elected lhe President. 
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January 1940, the ÚSB was finally established - at first as part of the Ministry 
of Interior, and from 1942 onward as a self-governing institution. Since the 
Treaty on the Protective Relationship between the German Empire and the 
Slovak State, signed between the two countries on March 23, 1939, Slovakia 
subordinated its military, economic - and crucially in this respect - foreign 
policy to Germany. Consequently, the focus of the ÚSB was not on foreign 
but on domestic enemies (political opponents, the Czechs and, above all, the 
Jews). ln February 1940, the ÚSB issued a written instruction, listing all areas 
of interest. Domestic political issues (esp. with regard to socialists, commu
nists, the Jewish question, Hungarians, Ruthenians and political organiza
tions of all sorts) and economic issues (esp. public order) were at the top of 
the list. ln line with this, district chiefs were asked to inform the ÚSB explic
itly about the general political situation in their district, about socialist and 
communist activities, national minorities, questions associated with official 
parties and organizations, about the "Jewish question" as a political question 
and about religious issues. Officials were asked to include a report on the 
economic situation in their district. This report was supposed to be divided 
into three sections: first, the economic situation in general, second, the em
ployment situation and third, Jews (or more precisely, aryanization).17 

District officials gathered information on these issues from different 
sources, including police officers, subordinate notaries, local party and 
other political institutions - and, of course, informants. The fact that authors 
of these situational reports - and their informants - were by no means 
objective (and neither were they trained in how to gather and evaluate the 
information they received) points to an additional methodological obsta
cle . Since those who completed these reports were politically active and 
what is more, responsible for maintaining order in their districts , they log
ically attempted to avoid including negative reports that could ultimately 
harm them. This is connected to what Peter Longerich has pointed out, 
namely that situational reports are not simply a reflection of the public 
opinion. Rather, they should be understood as "part of the process to es
tablish a homogeneous public opinion. "18 Besides, the reliability of this 
source is necessarily connected to how detailed these reports were (and 
also how diligent their authors were). Anyone studying these sources can 
come across, on the one hand, very detailed reports from some district of
ficials and, on the other hand, very terse reports simply stating that there 
is nothing new to report. 

17 Situation changed with the outbreak of the Slovak National Uprising and its sup
pression. The ÚSB received additional competences in October 1944 and required more 
detailed and reports, now to be delivered twice a month. District officials were now 
asked to report also on any partisan or in general saboteur activities. See Ministry of 
National Defense regulation 1560/ 1944 from October 30, 1944, Slovak National Archive 
(hereafter SNA), fund (hereafter f.) Ústred a státnej bezpe nosti 209 (hereafter 209-) , 
209-913-8. 

18 P. Longerich, "Davon baben wir nicbts gewusstl," p. 45. 
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The ÚSB was aware of this problem otherwise it would not have issued 
a warning instruction in September 1940. District authorities were criticized 
for submitting reports that were not thorough enough. Authors were in
structed to compile their reports more carefully - and also include negative 
items. 19 

So how can we use these situational reports? ln his research, Peter Lon
gerich outlined three general principals a reader of Nazi situational reports 
should keep in mind when evaluating public opinion towards the Jewish 
question. First, the fact that situational reports keep silent about negative sen
timents in the society does not mean that such sentiments did not exist. Sec
ond, frequent negative reports from a certain district might symbolize a more 
critical position but one has to see if they are supported from other places. 
If not, one should ask why. This is the only way we can minimalize the im
pact of power struggles of local institutions behind these situational reports. 
And third, positive reports indicate not only pro-regirne opinions but - above 
ail - the ability of the regirne to suppress negative voices in the society. 20 

After clarifying at Ieast some methodological obstacles, I will now outline 
the socio-political context of wa1time Slovakia. Beginning with the initial pe
riod (between the autonomy of autumn 1938 and the Slovak-German talks 
in Salzburg in late July 1940), proceeding to the radicalization of the regime 
(roughly between the Salzburg talks and the 1944 Slovak National Uprising) 
and concluding with the !ast phase of the regime (between the suppression 
of the Uprising and the end of the war). 

Historical background 

The initial pe1iod lasted roughly from October 1938, when Slovakia gained 
its autonomy until the German-Slovak talks that took place in Salzburg in late 
July 1940. Because of the relatively stable conditions, official propaganda 
called this period "smiley Slovakia" (usmievavé Slovensko). The dominant 
political player of this time was the conservative wing of the state party, led 
by Prime Minister Clater President) Jozef Tiso. 

Twenty years of Czechoslovakia's existence were not long enough to es
tablish new, qualitatively better relations between the Slovaks and the Jews 
(and equally also between the Slovaks and the Czechs). As early as July 1938, 
a few months before Slovakia gained autonomy, the Hlinka Slovak People's 
Party periodical Slovák categorically denied that a Jew could be a Slovak 

Jews could not and cannot have a true Slovak national feeling. And then, the 
Jews could never have and can never work in the spirit of the Slovak national 
tradition , because the Slovak national tradition is Christian, Catholic ever since 

19 SNA, 209-913-7. 
20 P. Longerich, "Davon haben wir nichts gewusstl," pp. 50-52. 
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St. Cyril and Methodius . Jews may perhaps be good, proper tax paying citizens 
of Slovakia but never Slovaks!21 

A brochure entitled Tbe Slovak-jewish Movement and Its Mission written 
by Tibor Löwenbein set off this strong reaction.22 It is interesting because 
assimilation in general (just as the Association of Slovak Jews that stood be
hind this publication and was founded in the middle of 1930s), had only a 
veiy limited impact on the Jewish identity in Slovakia.23 

Fear of the future - both collective and individual - was triggered by 
Czechoslovakia's diplomatic degradation at the September 1938 Munich con
ference.24 Situational reports from this period note a rise in anti-Jewish (and 
anti-Czech) sentiments. Anti-Jewish leaflets were found in various towns, and 
in a number of towns pavements, Jewish-owned shops and houses were 
painted with anti-Jewish slogans. Furthermore, Jewish religious services were 
dismpted, windows of Jewish houses, shops and synagogues were shattered 
and there were cases of violent attacks on individuals. 25 ln the city of Pies any 
anti-Jewish violence grew into a pogrom in early March 1939.26 While it is tme 
that anti-Jewish disturbances occurred - to a limited extent- in the democratic 
Czechoslovak republic as well , there still is an imponant difference between 
the anti-Jewish outbursts before and after October 1938. To put it simply, 
there was no politically organized antisemitism in the first Czechoslovak re
public. With the autonomy declaration in October 1938, the situation changed 
dramatically. Slovakia's leadersh.ip quickly abandoned democratic principles, 
seriously limiting civil and political rights in the country. The füst elections in 
the autonomous Slovak land took place in December and the Slovak gov
ernment left nothing to chance: political panies were abolished or "united" 
with the HS S, associations were clissolved ancl censorship was established. 27 

21 Slovák, July 21 , 1938, p . 9. 
22 T. Löwenbein, S/ovensko-iidovské hnutie a jeho poslanie (BratisJava: Spolok Slo

vákov zidov, 1938). 
23 I. Kamenec, "Problémy asinülácie a identity zidovského obyvate stva na Slovensku 

od druhej polovice 19. swrocia.'' in Národ a národ11osti na S/ovensku. Stcw vyskumu po 
roku 1989 ajebo perspektívy, ed. S. Sutaj (Presov: Un iver~um, 2004), pp. 240-246. 

24 See P. Salner, Zidia na Slovensku medz i tradíciou a asimi/áciou (Bratislava: Zing 
Print, 2000), p. 218. 

25 For an insightful analysis of tl:}is trend, see E. Nizii.ansky, Zidovská komunita medzi 
ceskoslovenskou par/amentnou dem.okraciou a slovenskym státom, especially pp. 119-135. 

26 Por more on the pogrom in Piest'any, see I. Kamenec, Po stopách tragédie (Bratis
lava: Arcba, 1991), pp. 41-42; K. Psicová, "Zidovská komunita v Pies(anoch v období au
tonómie," in Zidovská komunita na Slovensku: obdobie autonómie. Porovnanie s 
vtedajfüni udalos ami v Rakúsku, ed. E. Ni.zii.ansky (Bratislava: lnstitút judaistiky Uni
verzity Komenského, 2000). pp.112-133; E. Nizií.ansky, "Pogrom v Pies anoch v roku 
1939," in Z dejín demokratickych a totalitnych reiimou na Slovensku a v Ceskoslovensku 
v 20. storocí, Historik !van Kamenec 7O-rocny, ed. E. Ivanicková (Brarislava: Historicky 
ústav Slovenskej akadémie vied 2008), pp. 77-97. 

27 E. Nizií.ansky, "Zásahy do samosprávnych orgánov (najma mestskych a obecnych 
zastupiteJ'stiev a rád) v období autonómie Slovenska 1938/ 1939," ín Studia historica 
Nitriensia 9 (2001), pp. 122-123. 
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Alongside this undemocratic turn, the six months between Slovakia's au
tonomy in October 1938 and independence in March 1939 was characterized 
by a hunt for enemies, the Czechs and the Jews. 

The Czech minority in Slovakia numbered more than 70,000 people in 
1921 and 122,000 in 1930.28 More than on numbers, propaganda focused on 
the alleged advances made by Czechs at the expense of Slovaks. Most 
Czechs living in Slovakia were employed in 

education, health services, transport and public adrninistration, where they 
compensated for the initially considerable lack of a Slovak intelligentsia and 
technical workers. [. .. ] At the beginning the Czechs were favorably accepted 
in Slovakia, as aid in developing schools and other facilities. Later on, however, 
they were regarded as an obstacle to ambitions of the Slovak intelligentsia 
which had started to grow relatively quickly. 29 

Propaganda exaggerated the influence of Czechs in Slovakia. For example, 
more than 168,000 Slovaks were employed as civil servants or in liberal 
professions, compared to less than 20,000 Czechs employed in state admin
istration before October 1938.30 

The autonomous government wanted to solve the Czech question through 
expulsion. Almost 18,000 Czechs employed in state administration - 50,000 
includtng family members - were forced to leave Slovakia between October 
1938 and June 1939.31 

The Jewish community of Czechoslovakia numbered 354,000 members, 
less than half of whom lived ín Slovakia (136,000 people, 4% of the total 
population in Slovakia). After the Vienna Award, the number of Jews in 
Slovakia declined to about 91 ,000.32 The Jews were in a more compli
cated position than the Czechs - they had nowhere to go. Moreover, for 
the new political representation of Slovakia, Jews served as a universal 
scapegoat. For example, when Slovakia Iost about 10,000 square kilo
meters and 850,000 inhabitants to Hungary in the November 1938 Vienna 
Award, official propaganda blamed the Jews. As a form of a collective 
punishment, about 7,500 Jews were deported - in a very chaotic way -
into the lost territory. The Hungarian authorities unwilling to accept 
these Jews, transported them to the new Slovak-Hungarian border where, 
as a result, the first internment camps for the Jews of Slovakia were es-

28 M. Kucera, Z. Pavlík, "Czech and Slovak Demography," in 7be End of Czechoslo
vakia, ed. J. Musil (Budapest: Central University Press, 1995), p. 24. 

29 Ibid. 
30 A. Bohác, "Cesi na Slovensku," in Statisticky obzor, vol. 16 0935), pp. 183-190; 

J. Rychlík, Cesi a Slováci ve 20. století.- Cesko-slovenské vztahy, 1914-1915 (Bratislava: 
Academic Electronic Press, 1997), p. 87. 

31 V. Bystricky, "Vyst'ahovanie ceskych státnych zamestnancov zo Slovenska v rokoch 
1938-1939," in Historicky casopis 45, no. 4 0997), pp. 596--611. 

32 See footnote no. 2. 
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tablished. 33 

The establishment of the wartime Slovak republic further radicalized the 
position of the Jews in Slovakia. Official propaganda picked up anti-Jewish 
prejudices already present in the country - particularly those that portrayed 
Jews as usurers and exploiters - in order to raise public (popular) interest 
in measures taken against the Jewish minority. After all, radical anti-Jewish 
policy was supposed to bring justice to the Christians.34 The propaganda 
assured that the Slovak majority populatioo would benefit from the anti
Jewish measures planned by the government of the newly established state. 
Hence, the Jewish question in Slovakia was not "only" about the Jews 
themselves but also about "establishing and enlarging the mass base of the 
government. "35 

As soon as a month after Slovakia's declaration of independence, the gov
ernment passed its füst law defining a Jew. Accordingly, Jews were defined 
as members of the Israelite faith. Though this definition of was based on re
ligious criteria , it also included some initial marital and biological principles. 
Thus, spouses and partners of members of the Israelite faith were now con
sidered Jews as were children, regardless of the.u- actual religious identity. 
Moreover, Jews who had converted to Christianity after October 30, 1918, 
were also considered Jews. 36 The second part of this law limited Jewish 
employment in certain liberal professions. ln the future the number of 
Jewish lawyers was to be limited to four percent of the tatai number of mem
bers of the relevant chamber. Soon similar laws were passed that limited 
Jewish employment as doctors , pharmacists, engineers, veterinarians and 
state employees. 

As the government passed a regulation on emergency interventions into 
the licenses of innkeepers and wine merchants in March 1939 and a regula
tion on the revision of trade licenses in July 1939, official propaganda clas
sified these measures as a "oecessary step in the aryanization of Slovak life. »;7 

What is more with respect to the revision of trade licenses Slovák openly 
claimed that the economic discrimination of Jews would be beneficial to 
the majority population: "This decree will significantly improve the situa
tion [ ... ] for Aryan traders. "38 So although neither regulation explicitly 
mentioned Jews, in reality they were solely used against Jewish tradesmen. 
A further step in what 5/ovák bluntly called "the aryanization of Slovak life" 

33 E. Niirnnsky, Zidovská komunita medzi éeskoslovenskou padamentnou demokraciou a 
slovenskymstátom, p. 51. See also E. Nizfunsky, "DeJX>rtation clerJuden in der Zeit der autonomen 
Slowakei im November 1938," injabrbuch für Antisemitismueforschung 7 (1992), pp. 20-45. 

34 Slovák, March 2 1940, p. 1. 
35 L. Lipscher, Zidia v slovenskom ftáte, p. 42. 
36 Slovensky zákonník, 1939, government decree [vládne nariaclenie) 63/ 1939, SI. z. On 

October 30, 1938 the Slovak National Council issued the Martin Declaration on the enuy 
of Slovakia into a united Czechoslovakia. 

37 Slovák, July 13 1939, p . 1; Slovenskj, zákonník, 1939, goverrunent decrees 40/ 1939, 
Sl. z. and 169/ 1939, SI. z. 

38 Slovák, July 13 1939, p. 1. 
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was a decree on custodians and temporary administrators in industty, trade, 
and business, as it was assumed that such enterprises would be aryanized 
in the future. 

Work on the first a1yanization law (officially Act no. 113/ 1940 Coll. On 
Jewish enterprises andJews employed in enterprises) began in October 1939. 
The law became effective in June 1940, but remained in effect for only three 
months . There were two main reasons for what can be called a fiasco. First 
and foremost, the mostly incompetent aryanizers - often lack..ing both ele
mentary understanding of the business and monetary means - were a key 
problem of the process from the very beginning. What is more, the a1yaniza
tion process was interrupted by the German-Slovak talks in July 1940. 

The German-Slovak talks held in Salzburg inJuly 1940 were of crucial im
portance for both Slovakia's further political direction and the position of 
Slovakia's Jews. An internal political crisis between the conservative wing 
(sometimes referred to as the moderate wing) of the party around the Pres
ident Jozef Tiso and the radicals represented by Prime Minister Vojtech Tuka 
and Alexander Mach, the ideological leader of the Hlinka Guard, preceded 
these talks .39 What divided these two groups was the question of who will 
"solve" the Jewish question and how. 40 While the conservatives advocated 
restricting Jewish involvement in the social and economic life of the country 
to four percent, the radicals called far more "thorough" measures and looked 
upon Nazi Germany far inspiration. 

The Salzburg talks resulted not only in the reconstruction of the Slovak 
government but also in the introduction of Slovak National Socialism (some
times referred to as Christian ational Socialism). Situational repo1ts show the 
ambivalence with which the Salzburg talks were received by the genera] 
public. I will support my assumption with the help of situational reports 
from two district towns - Spisská Stará Ves in nortl1ern Slovakia and Tur
ciansky Svaty Martin in central Slovakia. As reported, the ' unclear uneasi
ness" that had at füst prevailed among the peasants of Spiská Stará Ves was 
soon calmed down. The district official elaborated both on the reasons 
far this situation and on how the tension wa solved. According to him, 
uneasiness among the peasants was due to the fact that they were not po
litically mature enough and did not understand the term national socialism: 

namely the term 'socialism' seemecl foreign to them. But soon, when people got 
familiar with the program of the Slovak National Socialism, soon followed by 
strong anti-Jewish and social measures, - people began to enjoy radicalism in 
this regard and vividly approved the new anti-Jewish measures, and the new po-

39 K. Hradská , Prípad Dieter Wis/iceny: Nacistickí poradcouia a zidovská otázka na 
Slouensku (Bratislava: AEP, 1999), p. 10. Following the Salzburg talks , Vojtech Tuka was 
appointed both Prirne Minister and Foreign Minister whereas Alexander Mach received 
also the position of the Minister of lnterior. 

40 I. Kamenec, Po stopách tragédie, p. 78. The English translation of this book was 
published in 2007, see On tbe Trail qfTragedy(Bra tislava: H&H, 2007). 
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litical regime as such, leading to the elimination of social injustice a breakage 
of the Jewish economic power and more just distribution of economic values.41 

Similarly the district official of Tur iansky Svaty Martin also claimed that ini
tial reservations of the population had been overcome. While in a report 
from June 1940 the local district official claimed that a "greater part of the 
population" still had reservations about the current regime, only rwo months 
Jater, in August 1940, he claimed that the situation positively improved and 
that "the local population fully agrees with the establishment of national 
socialism. "42 

The implementation of a Slovak version of National Socialism was closely 
associated with a radicalization of anti-Jewish policy that manifested itself -
at least most bluntly - in the renewal of the a1yanization process, the intro
duction of the Jewish Codex and the 1942 deportations. The second 
aryanization law (officially the Regulation of Government No. 303/ 1940 Coll. 
On Jewisb Enterprises) was introduced in November 1940. While the first 
aryanization law also recognized "voluntary aryanization" (that is aryaniza
tion based on a contract between the former owner and the aryanizer), this 
was now abolished. Based on this second aryanization law, the vast major
ity of the 12,000 Jewish businesses that existed in 1940 (altogether 10,000) 
were liquidated. Slightly more than two thousand Jewish-owned businesses 
were later aryanized. 

A month before the adoption of this new aryanization law, Minister of 
Interior Alexander Mach publicly admitted that the first attempt failed be
cause the process was paralyzed by cheating and swindles. He was, never
theless, full of optin1ism as he promised that the new guidelines would 
enable people "to continue fairly in the a1yanization. "45 Rather than securing 
"fair aryanizations," the second attempt at aryanization proved what was 
already known. First, that membership in the HS S and/or HG political ties 
and influential friends were more important than professional qualities and 
experience of those taking over Jewish businesses. Second, the process of 
robbing the Jews further impoverished the Jewish community to such a de
gree that it turned the J ewish problem into a social problem - a problem that 
the government cynically attempted to "solve" through deportation. 

The corrupt aryanization process was far from fair, in mora! as well as 
legal terms. Moreover, it never f!--llfilled the promises the propaganda made: 
to feed Slovak society with Jewish property. This failed promise - openly 
criticized by the public and in the press - ultimately turned against the 
government. 41 

41 SNA, 209-763-1. 
42 SNA, 209-773-8. 
43 Gardista, September 19 1940, p. 3. 
44 SNA, 209-761-1. See also H. Klamková, "Nálady a postoje slovenského obyvate srva 

k tzv. Zidovskej otázkc popotlacení Slovenského národného povstania, 1944-1945," 
ín Acla Uniuersitatis Carolinae, Studia territorialia 10, no. 2 (2010), pp. 69-93. 
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Provisions of the second aryanization law were incorporated into the Jew
ish Codex (officially Order no. 198/ 1941) that introduced a racial under
standing of a Jewish person and a Jewish business. The Jewish Codex, 
patterned on the Nuremberg laws of 1935, was a set of (in most cases) al
ready published and valid anti-Jewish ordinances. According to the Codex, 
anyone with three Jewish grandparents was considered Jewish. Moreover, 
a category of a half-Jew was introduced into the Slovak legal system. The 
vast majority of its paragraphs, however, dealt with the transfer of Jewish 
property and the exclusion of Jews from economic, political and public 
life in Slovakia.45 

N, a result of economically and socially devastating anti-Jewish measures, 
the Jewish question turned into a "serious social problem. The Jewish pop
ulation, socially completely declassed and robbed of their property, became 
a heavy burden for the civilian administration. "46 To put it in numbers, about 
65,000 Jews (out of less than 90,000 living in Slovakia after November 1938) 
were deprived of their livelihood as a result of the aryanization process.47 

As cynical as it may sound, the government attempted to get rid of this 
social burden by deporting "the problem" from Slovakia. Between March 
and October 1942 more than 57,000 Jews (two thirds of the Jewish popula
tion in Slovakia at that time) were deported from their homeland, most of 
them killed in Lublin and Auschwitz. 

The situation on the eastern front in late 1942 and early 1943 and the 
ca pitulation of Italy in September 1943 intensified the anti-war sentiment 
already present in the society. According to reports, far example from the 
Banská Bystrica district office in January 1943, "the cribcal situation at Stal
ingrad causes general anxiety and concern about the fate of Slovak soldiers." 
The situation further íntensified ín August 1943: "The fali of Sicily and the 
difficult situation on the Eastern Front contributed to the deterioration of 
the general sentiment, various unconfirmed but noticeable signs of evacua
tion waves from Bratislava to rural towns intensify this deterioration. "48 

Mach attempted to stop the growing partisan activities by declaring 
martial law on August 12, 1944. This could not, however, calm the "truly 
revolutionary and explosive situation" that reigned ín Slovakia at that time.49 

The outbreak of the Uprising brought about changes in the position of the 
State Security Headquarters, now subordinated to the Ministry of National 
Defense. Consequently, new regulations were issued defining its compe
tencies anew. Distríct authorities were to submit situational reports twice 
a month and what is more, they were to report on a number of issues 

45 Slovenskj; zákonník, 1941, nariadanie [order] 198/1941, Sl. z. 
46 L. Lipscher, Zidia v slovenskom stále, p. 113. 
47 E. Nizi'íansky, "Zidovská komunita na Slovensku v rokoch 1938-1945," hnp://www. 

holocaust.cz/cz2/ resources/texts/niznansky _komunita (accessed August 15 2012). 
48 SNA, 209-748-5; See also 1. Kamenec, "Slovenská spolocnos v rokoch 1939-1945," 

p. 96-97. 
49 L. Lipták, S/ovensko v 20. storocí (Bratislava: Kalligram, 2000), p. 246. 
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connected with partisan activities or the wartime situation and its effect 
on their district. 50 

According to the propaganda, all those who took part in the Uprising were 
Slovakia's enemies. A real Slovak was only a person 

who stands for freedom of the independent Slovak nation and the independent 
Slovak republic. Ali the others [. . . ] are enemies of the independence of Slovak 
nation, enemies and murders of the independent Slovak republic. Whoever is 
not with us is against us and that is how we also look upon hím. Any farm of 
sentimentality has to vanish today!51 

The periodical Slovák explicitly speaks about how the state should treat 
those behind the Uprising - that is the Jews, the Czechs and the Bolsheviks: 

The nation will get rid off its parasites, its leeches in this bloody purgatory. It 
will get rid of those whom the trafficking Jew and the Czech are always closer 
to than the Slovak people! Yes , it will cut off guzzlers for whom even the 
Bolshevik bandits made good allies when they thought of using them to save 
their possessions. This vermin revealed its true colors in this betrayal and it will 
die in the fire it set up and lighted in Slovakia. With what you sin, that is how 
you will be punished, and traitors, who sinned against the most beautiful idea! 
of the nation, against Slovak independence and freedom, they will be punished 
with the dire consequences of their treacherous acts. Beasts in human skin 
who have found a liking for killing of innocent women and children, forever 
will they be marked in history with the black mark of shame!52 

The events of late summer and early autumn of 1944 substantially changed 
the situation of the remaining Jewish minority in Slovak.ia . Slovakia was in 
this period de facto divided into two states. One was the Slovak Republic, 
occupied by Nazi Germany and the other was a rebel territory, which declared 
a renewal of Czechoslovakia . Both entities took a diametrically different 
approach to the Jewish community. While the Slovak National Council -
claiming power in the rebel territory- abolished all anti-Jewish measures, 
including aryanization transfers, official propaganda interpreted this as a sign 
that the Uprising must have been controlled by the Jews. Moreover, propa
ganda claimed that the partisans were acti.ng on behalf of Jewish - and thus 
not Slovak - interests. 53 What is more, even though the German and Slovak 
authorities agreed that the Jews were to blame for the Uprising, they dif
fered in their approach to the remaining Jewish minority. Existing docu
mentation shows that the new Slovak govemment - reconstituted only a few 

50 See footnote no. 17. 
51 Slovák, September 3 1944, p. 2. 
52 Ibid. 
53 See I. Kamenec, Po stopá,cb tragédie, p. 273. 
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days after the German occupation - wanted to keep the Jews in Slovakia, 
using them as a labor farce and not deport them, as the Germans insisted. 
There might have been different reasons far this - fear of what the imrninent 
defeat of Nazi Germany would mean far them, search far alibis or stronger 
international protests against renewed deportations. 

The second deportation wave was organized by the German milita1y 
and political authorities - and the Nazis disregarded any protests. Germany's 
plan with the remaining Jews of Slovakia became obvious in the middle of 
September 1944, when Alois Brunner, Adolf Eichmann's "best man," arrived 
to Slovakia with the intent to make use of his experience ín Vienna, Berlin, 
Thessaloniki and France. 54 Altogether 13 transports left Slovakia until March 
1945, forcibly deporting around 14,000 people. According to estimates, 
around 10,000 of them died in Auschwitz, Ravensbrück, Sachsenhausen 
and Bergen-Belsen. 55 

Popular responses 

ln the following paragraphs, I will turn to the reactions of the majority 
population towards the official economic antisemitism. As I have a]ready 
outlined, official propaganda promoted the notion that "the eJimination of 
Jews from the economy" - as the looting of Jewish property was euphemisti
cally called - would be beneficial far the majority population. The "bene
fit" was not only immediate rnaterial enrichment. By limiting the "excessive 
number" of Jews in the economic life, the "Slovak and Christian element" 
was also supposed to find the employment it deserved. 56 Numerous arti
cles in both Slovák and Gardista, the official periodical of the HJinka 
Guard, presented these anti-Jewish measures as a necessary response of 
the government, adopted to right the wrongs that the Jews had been com
mitting against the Slovaks far centuries.57 Accordingly, the Slovaks were 
only taking back what they deserve, whar belonged to them before the 
Jews had stolen it. 

How did the majority population respond to the economically motivated 
anti-Jewish measures enforced by the Slovak government? When analyzing 

54 M. A. Lee, The Beast Reawakens: Fascism 's Resurgence /rom Hitler' s Spymasters to 
Today's Neo-Nazi Groups and Right-Wing Extremists (New York: Routledge, 2000), p. 
149; H. Safrian, Eichmann und seine Gebi/:fen (Frankfurr am Main: Fischer Taschenbuch 
Verlag, 1997), p . 309. 

55 I. Kamenec, Po slopách tragédie, p. 271. 
56 Slovák, Januaiy 21 1940, p. 1. 
57 See for example Gardista, April 1 1939, p . 5; Gardista, August 26 1939, p . 7; 

Gardista, July 25 1940, p. 4; Gardista, September 26 1940, p. 3; Slovák, July 12 1939, p . 2; 
Slovák, March 3 1940, p . 6. For more on the role of propaganda, see I. Kamenec, "Ked' 
striel'ajú aj slová: Funkcia, metódy a ciele antisemitskej propagandy na Slovensku v 
rokoch 1938-1945," in Storo ie propagandy, eds. V. Bystricky, J. Rogul'ová (Bratislava: 
Acaclemic Electronic Press, 2005), pp. 103-114. 
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the various situational reports, one thing clearly stands out - widespread 
expectations when it comes to the aryanization process. Even after the 
fiasco of the first aryanization law, monthly repo1ts from the cities of Presov, 
Prievidza, Trnava and Banská Bystrica almost unanimously noted that 
"there is still a lot of interest in aryanizing Jewish businesses, " "the Chris
tian population is still very interested in aryanizing Jewish businesses ," "it 
is possible to observe great interest in handing over Jewish property to 
Christian hands" and that "we can notice a bigger appetite for atyaniza
tion. "58 For many applicants, aryanization was a form of enrichment and 
provided them with a chance to climb the social ladder without any for
mer experience and/ or any qualifications.59 While situational reports are 
silent about the actual motivation of aryanization applicants , postwar resti
tution materials shed some light in this matter. Let me illustrate this with 
one example - an a1yanization process from the town Vranov nad Top ou, 
in Slovakia.60 A.D., a 58-year-old member of the HS S, became interested 
in taking over a d1y goods shop owned since 1936 by L.F., a Jewish woman 
in Vranov nad Top ou. ln the fali of 1940, A. D. submitted an aryanization 
request, openly admitting that she had no prior experience administering 
a store and that her health condition prevented her from doing any hard 
work. Despite having no qualifications, A. D. füst partially and later com
pletely aryanized this business. A. D. - like all new owners - was sup
posed to pay the "liquidation value" for the business she aryanized. 
Similarly to the majority of all a1yanizers, A. D. did not pay - and neither 
was she willing to do so, claiming that she was not making enough profit.61 

Post-war sources confirm that aryanization was primarily a form of en
richment for her. After her aryanized shop was burned down as a resu lt of 
the fighting in eastern Slovakia at the end of the war, A. D. asked for a 
compensation of war damages. She asked for 280,000 Czechoslovak 
crowns - four times more than the undervalued liquidation price of the 
business she had never paid for. 62 This case study is typical at least in two 
aspects. lt shows the heavy presence of corruption in the aryanizations, 
when links to the Party and connections where more important than 

58 S A, 209-761--8, SNA-209-761-1 , S A, 209-773-1, SNA, 209-748-2. 
59 See also V. Slneková, "Arizac.ie zidovskych podnikov v Trnave ako súcast' tzv. 

riesenia zidovskej otázky v rokoch 1938-1945," m Studia historica Nitn'ensia 9 (2001), pp. 
168-202; L'. Hallon, "Arizácia na Slovensku 1939-1945," m Acta Oeconomica Pragensia 
15, no. 7 (2007) , esp. p. 154; I. Kamenec, Po stopách tragédie, pp. 11-112. 

60 See also my study on the "slovakization" of Jewish property for more on this. 
H. Klamková. "Slovakizácia zidovského majetku : Proces zainteresovania slovenskej 
spolocnosi na tzv. zidovskej otázke ," in Arizácie, eds. E. Nizr'íansky, J. H!avinka, 
Acta historica Posoniensia 11, Judaica et hulocaustica 1. (Bratislava: Katedra vseo
becnych dejín FF UK a Dokumenta né stredisko holokaustu vo vyd. ScimuJ, 2010) , 
pp. 113-141. 

61 See also L'. Hallon, "Arizácia na Slovensku 1939-1945," pp. 148-160. 
62 SNA, f. Poverenktvo priemyslu a obchodu - VII restitucny odbor, 1945-1950, car

ton (hereafter e.). 119, folder (hereafter fd.) VI-1400. 
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qualifications to take over a business. 63 Furthermore, it reveals not only 
the incapability of many aryanizers to take over their new endeavors suc
cessfully but also their unwillingness to comply with the obligations, far ex
ample to pay the liquidation price, which was generally set well below the 
market value of the business. 

Negative statements or even complains about the aryanization process 
can be summarized as following: the aryanization process was too slow, cor
rupt or not thorough enough. Far example, the district official in Banská 
Bystrica lamented in his report fromJuly 1940 that the process was slow and 
no Jewish businesses were made available yet. Similar complaints and cries 
far more "energetic interventions in Jewish and aryanization questions" came 
from other district towns as well.64 However, nowhere in situational reports 
can we find information about (individual or collective) negative attitudes 
towards aryanization as such. Coming back to some of my earlier method
ological questions, does this speak about a very uniform (and positive) re
sponse of the majority population when it comes to the plunder of Jewish 
property? Or is it a sign that the regime was successful ín establishing an 
obedient society, one that did not voice (at least not publicly) their concerns 
with the anti-Jewish measures? 

Despite the fact that situational reports did not mention any negative re
sponses towards the idea of aryanizing Jewish properties, the general 
mood and opinion was not as consistent. Rare cases were documented 
when locals protested against the aryanization (or liquidation) of a busi
ness owned by a Jew from the same village or town, probably someone 
they knew well. 65 My assumption is that criticizing the aryanization of a 
business that belonged to a neighbor or a friend while supporting the 
more anonymous aryanization process as such was not seen as contra
dictory. Looking at the documented reactions to the governmental decree 
from April 1939 on excludingJews from the civil service supports this un
derstanding. According to this decree, allJews employed by the state were 
supposed to be dismissed from their positions by January 1940 at the lat
est. While there are no records of public discontent with the idea of the 

63 J. Hlavinka, "Arizacny process ako súéas 'riesenia zidovskej otázky' na Slovensku," 
in Fenomén bolokaustu: Jdeové korene, príciny, priebeh a dósledky, zborník z medz
inárodnej vedecko-odbornej konferencie konanej da 27-28. marca 2008 pod zástitou 
predsedu vlády SR pre uedomostnú spolocnos(, európske zále:iitosti, l'u.dské práva a 
mensiny Dusana Caplovica (Bratislava: Úrad vlády SR - SEVT, 2008), p. 46. 

64 SNA, 209-748-2; SNA, 209-761-8; SNA, 209-761-1. 
65 E. Nizr'í.ansky, ''Typológia vz ahov majoritného obyvate stva a zidovskej minority v 

období holokaustu," in Národnostná politika na Slovensku po roku 1999, ed. Stefan Sutaj 
(Presov: Universum, 2005), p. 199; M. Macko, "Postoje majoritného obyvate stva k zidovs
kej komunite po as 2. svetovej vojny na príklade okresu Banská Stiavnica," in Park 
u.s achtilj,ch du.sí 2, ed. M. Ziak, L. Snopko, E. Nizr'í.ansky (Bratislava: Izraelská obchodná 
komora na Slovensku 2008) , pp. 110-127, http://zidovskycintorin .sk/Postoje_majorit
neho_obyvatelstva_k_zidovskej_komunite_pocas_2.svetovej_vojny_na_priklade_okresu_ 
Banska_Stiavnica.pdf (accessed August 15 2012). 
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decree , pleas to exempt an individual Jew - very often signed by a num
ber of locals - are known.66 

When comparing reactions to the a1yanization process with responses to 
other anti-Jewish measures and laws, it seems that (limited) discontent with 
the discrimination of Jews was possible. For example, when repo1ting on the 
responses of the public to the Jewish Codex, district authorities informed 
the State Security Headqua1ters that part of society stiJI circumvented anti
Jewish laws. Moreover, while one part of society "demands to continue st:Iictly 
against the Jews, the other part shows signs of sympathy with regards to the 
execution of strict anti-Jewish measures."67 ln between the lines we can read 
that the füst wave of depo1tations that began in March 1942 aroused com
passion , sympathy and worries for Jewish inhabitants in the majority popu
lation. For example, the district official of the eastern Slovak town Sabinov 
informed that as a result of the deportations, there was no Jewish question 
in his district. Although he writes that the deportations were met with "mostly 
joy and approval of the Slovak and Christian population," he also mentions 
tl1at some people (and he stresses it was "only few people") were sympathetic 
to the Jews.68 Moreover, a number of district officials reported that shop and 
business owners increasingly asked for a permission to emp1oy a Jew in the 
first months of 1942 - a permission that could have postponed their depor
tation.69 J believe this information is relevant, despite the note that it was the 
Jews who put pressure on the general population to do so.70 

The most cynical farm of "redistributing" Jewish property was, however, 
the widespread stealing ofJewish belongings fromJewish houses and apart
ments, abandoned after their owners had been deported. Those who en
riched tl1emselves were thieves who broke into the poorly secured prope1ties 
as well as enti.re office districts , local organizations of the HG and HS S. As 
more than 57,000 Jews were already deported from Slovakia, district officials 
informed that the public "is speaking only little about tl1e Jews. "7 1 Public 
interest in the a1yanizalion process seemed to have been replacecl by silence. 

Conclusion 

Both the regime itself and me official approach to the Jews of Slovakia were 
transformed by three far-rea·ching events. First, with the establishment of 
the autonomous Slovak land in October 1938, economically and religiously 

66 SNA, f. Ministerstvo vnútra, e. 1125, fd . 6 (United States Holucaust Memorial Museum 
Archive, record group RG-57.00lM, Slovak documems related to the Holocaust,1939, reel 
304, frame 683). 

67 SNA, 209-763-7, 209-748-3. 
68 SNA, 209-769--8. 
69 Ibid 
70 Ibid. 
71 SNA, 209-748-4. 
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conditioned antisemitism became part of the official ideology. The countty's 
independence in March 1939 "only" codified this situation. Second, the Ger
man-Slovak talks of July 1940 concluded not only with the restructuring of 
the Slovak governrnent and the introduction of a so-called Slovak National 
Socialism but consequently also with a radica)jzation of anti-Jewish policy. 
This radicalization was manifested, above all, in the adoption of the second 
aryanization law in November 1940, the Jewish Codex in September 1941 , 
and in the füst wave of deportations that took place between March and 
October 1942. And !ast, the Slovak National Uprising of late summer 1944 
- though suppressed by October of that year - brought about the inevitable 
collapse of the regime. Though we can trace the beginning of the end sev
eral months earlier, it was the Uprising that sealed the regime's collapse. 
Moreover, the occupation of Slovakia by Nazi Germany brought about a 
further radicalization of official antisemitism, culminating in the renewed 
deportations. 

The majority of the population was aware of the various discriminatory 
laws that applied to the Jews. Official propaganda promised that the social 
and economic discrimination of Jews (and Czechs, who were forced out of 
the country) would be advantageous for the majority population, both in 
terms of their financial position and their status. As my investigation shows, 
public responses were not unified. Though aryanization itself was largely 
welcomed, a limited number of cases when the majority population publicly 
opposed the aryanization (or liquidation) of a business owned by a Jew from 
the same district or town can also be documented. However, repeated dis
content with the persecution of Jews can be traced back only to the 1942 de
portations. District officials reported not only about feelings of sympathy to 
the Jews but also informed the officials that an increasing number of peo
ple ask for a permission to employ a Jew, a permission that would save him 
or her from the imminent death. 
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